
Summer Fun Scholarship Blow-Out Youth Singles and Youth/Adult Doubles Tournament Rules 

1. Open to all USBC Youth Members 
2. Youth bowlers will use book average of 2021-2022 Season. If no book average, you can use your 

highest summer league average of 9 games or more as of squad time (You must bring a current 
standing sheet.) If no average, tournament management can use previous bowling history to 
create an entering average. 

3. Re-rate of average can or may occur if a bowler is averaging 20 pins higher than entering 
average. Tournament management will use previous bowling history to create new average. 

4. Multiple Participation is allowed, but bowlers may only place once with their highest score in 
singles. In doubles, a youth bowler can enter multiple times, but only place with the same 
bowler once. Youth can earn scholarships a maximum of 3 times in doubles. 

5. Adult bowlers will use book average from 2021-2022 season. If no 2021-2022 book average, you 
can use 2020-2021 book average. If no book average, you can use your highest current summer 
league average of 9 games or more as of squad time. (You must bring a current standing sheet). 
If no known average, we will use an assigned average Men: 170 & Women 140. Adult bowlers 
do not need to USBC certified.  

6. There will be 4 divisions in singles, Under 12, Under 15, Under 18 and Scratch 
7. There will be 2 divisions in youth/adult doubles, Handicap & Scratch 
8. Age used for youth will be as of August 1, 2021 
9. Entry fee for singles is $10 ($5 for lineage and $5 for awards) 
10. Entry fee for doubles is $20 ($10 for lineage and $10 for awards) 
11. Award Fee will be returned 100% in the form of scholarships 
12. Handicap for Singles will be 90% of 230 
13. Handicap for Doubles will be combined individual handicaps of 90% of 230 
14. Squad times are 10am, Noon, 2pm, 4pm 
15. Dress Code: Appropriate clothing must be worn 
16. Scholarships will be awarded to youth bowlers and administered by the USBC SMART program.  
17. Minimum $500 for 1st place awarded in each division.  
18. Scholarship payout ratio will be a minimum of 1:4 
19. Additional scholarships provided by GDUSBC SMART Account.  
20. USBC rules apply in any situation not covered in these tournament rules. In cases not covered by 

USBC rules or published tournament rules, the tournament director reserves the right to make 
the final decision. 


